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1. Introduction

A module is extending (or has the property (Q)) if every complement

submodule is a direct summand. We prove that a module over a commuta-
tive domain has this property, if and only if it is either torsion with (Q), or
the direct sum of a torsion free reduced module with (Q) and an arbitrary in-
jective module. The torsion case is dealt with in [6], where we also give some
background and references. Here we show that a torsion free reduced module
is extending if and only if it is a finite direct sum of uniform submodules, each
pair of which is extending. As an application we obtain a description of all

extending modules over Dedekind domains. In a subsequent paper [7] we
shall discuss the extending property for direct sums of pairs of uniform modules
in general.

Throughout this paper R will be a commutative domain with quotient field
K. Xd'M and YcθM denote that X is an essential submodule, and Y is a
direct summand, of M.

A submodule N of a module M has no proper essential extension in M, if
and only if there is another submodule N' such that N is maximal with respect

to NΓiN'=Q Such submodules N are called closed, or complements.

2. Reduction to Torsionfree Reduced Modules

Theorem 1. Let M be a right module over an arbitrary ring R, and let
Z2(M) denote its second singular submodule. Then M is extending if and only if

M=Z2(M}®N, rthere Z2(M) and N are extending and Z2(M) is N-injectίve.

Proof. Since Z2(M) is closed in M, by (Q), we have M=Z2(M)®N, where

N is non-singular. Since (Cj) is inherited by direct summands, Z2(M) and N
have (Q).

To show that Z2(M] is Λf-injective, let φ: X-*Z2(M] be a homomorphism
from a submodule X of N. Consider X':={x—φ(x): x^X}. By (Q), there
exists JΓc'-Ϋ*CΘM. Write M=X*®Y. Since XfΓlZ2(M)=V and since
X'C'X*, it follows that X* is non-singular and that Z2(M)=Z2( Y). Hence, by
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(Ci)for y,Z2(M)cφy, say Y=Y'®Z2(M). Let π: X*®Y'@Z2(M)-*Z2(M)
be the projection. It is easy to see that π\N extends φ.

Conversely, let M=Z2(M)®N, where Z2(M) and Nhave (Q, and Z2(M) is
jV-injective. Let A be a closed submodule of M. By a straightforward calcu-

lation one can show that Z2(A) has no proper essential extensions in Z2(M). By

(Q) for Z2(M), we have Z2(^)CθZ2(Λf), and hence Z2(A)d®A. Write ^4=
Z2(A)®B, where B is a non-singular submodule of A. Since BΓ[Z2(M)=Q and
Z2(M) is JV-injective, there exists a homomorphism ψ: N-*Z2(M) such that

ψ*π:2\B=π1\B, where πly π2 are the projections of M onto Z2(7kΓ) and N respectively.
Consider N*:={n+ψ(ri): n^N}. If follows that B is contained in Λ/"*, and

hence B is closed in JV*. Since N*s*N has (Q), we have Bd®N*. It is clear

that M=Z2(M)®N*; therefore ^4c®M.

Corollary 2. L0£ R be a commutative integral domain, and let M be an R-

module which is not torsion. Then M is extending, if and only if its torsion sub-

module t(M) is injective and the factor module M/t(M) is extending.

Proposition 3. Let M be a torsion free R-module, and let D(M) be its largest
divisible (injective) submodule. Then M has (Q) if and only if M/D(M) has (Q).

Proof. Let M have (Q), and write M=D(M)®C, where C is reduced.

Hence M/D(M)^C has (Q).
Conversely, let C^M/D(M) have (Q). Let A be a closed submodule of

M. Let D(A) be the largest injective submodule of A, and write A=D(A)@B

with S reduced. It is clear that BΓiD(M)=0.
Now let π, π' be the projections of M onto C and D(M) respectively.

There exists a homomorphism φ: C—>D(M) such that φπ(b)=π'(b) for all δeΰ.

Let C*:={φ(c)+c: c<=C}. Then C*^C has (Q), and M=C*0Z)(M). Since
β is closed in C*, we have βCΘC*. Since D(^)CΦD(M), we conclude A C ΘM.

3. Decomposition into Uniform Submodules

Lemma 4. Let M= φ M{, with all M{ being R-submodules of the quotient
ί<Ξl

field K of R. Then A is a closed submodule of M if and only if A=[ φ a K] Π M,

for some K-linearly independent subset {aΊ} ye/ of®K. In particular A is a uniform

and closed submodule of M if and only if A= {(?;#),•<=/* x^K, g^^Mf for all i} for
some OΦ^ e/eφjRΓ.

Theorem 5. Let M be a torsion free reduced module over a commutative
integral domain R. If M is extending, then M is a finite direct sum of uniform
submodules.

Proof. By (Q), if MΦO, then M= M0®U0 with M0 uniform. Again by
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(Q) for Uc, if C/0ΦO, we have U0=M1®U1 with M1 uniform, and hence M=M0

n

0Λ/ΊΦC/Ί. Continuing in this manner we get M= 0M, 0t/Λ as long as Un^
ί=°

is non-zero. If M is finite dimensional, then Un=Q for some n and M= 0M, ,

as claimed.

If M is infinite dimensional, we shall derive a contradiction. In this case Un

CO CO

is infinite dimensional for all n, and hence MlD 0M, . We first show thatφM,-
ί = 0 ί=0

is closed in M (and hence is a direct summand of M). Let®MJ C'Λf*cM;
ί=0

then M*=@Mi®(UΛf}M*). By a straightforward calculation one can show
CO

that Un Π M* is essential over 0 Mt. Since, in the case of torsion free modules,
ί = » + l

injective hulls are unique, and direct sums of injective modules are injective, we

have E(M*)= 0 E(Mf). Now let m : 0 E(Mi) ^E(Mi) be the projections. For
ί=0 » = 0

each n^O we have 7fn(M*)=MΛ+πΛ(UnΓ}M*). Since 0 M C'^nM*, it
' =Λ + 1

follows that πn(Un ΠΛf*)= 0, and hence M*= 0M, .
ί = 0

Since the quotient field K of R is divisible hence injective, we have E(Mf)^
K for all i. Since M^y^R^R for OΦj^M,-, without loss of generality, we

ί=°"

may assume ΛcM, C^for all /, and therefore0ΛcM= 0M, C
' =° '=0

 ί

Now let OφreΛ be an arbitrary element. Let an: =e0—enr"(n>l), where
oo

en— (Sm )Γ=o^ ®K. It is easy to see that {αn}Γ=»ι is a linearly independent subset
ί = 0

of 0 K. By Lemma 4, ̂ 4 : = 0 an K Π M is a closed submodule of M. By (Q),
ι=0 «=0

oo

M=A@B. Let/ be the restriction to M of the homomorphism :
oo L l =

-> Σ —^K. It follows that ker/=^4, hence/ embeds B into ΛΓ. Since
ί=o r*

£ is non zero and thus uniform. As S is a direct summand and hence closed in

M, B=--bKΠM for some Oφδ^^Γ-o^ 0^, by Lemma 4. Since ^eMfor
t = 0

CO CO CO

all m>0, we have em= Σ <*nknm+bkm= Σ (*<>— ̂ w) *nm+ Σ ^6,-**. where AΛm,
»=1 «=1 ί=0

km^K and *Σanknm^A,bkm^B. Comparing components, and using the ab-
n = l -

breviation D= Σ — , we deduce Dkmrm=l for all m>0. Since bikm^Mi for all

'=°r' . f t - 1 1 -
, we obtain, for m=i+l, that — t-—=biki+1^Mi. It follows that — — - Σ1 r rD-o, co «,

— e Σ -W Since OΦr was arbitrary in R, we get K= Σ Λ^«
r1' ί=0 co co * =°

Now let g : 0 M{ e (w, )Γ=o-^ Σ ,̂ e J .̂ It is easy to see that ker g is closed
ι=0 ί=0

in M. Thus, by (Q, Λf=ker g@X. Therefore K^XdM, which contradicts
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the fact that M is reduced.

4. Reduction to Pairs

Proposition 6. A torsion free reduced module, over a commutative domain
R9 has (Q) if and only if it has (1 — C:) and is finite dimensional.

Proof. Let M have (CΊ). By Theorem 5, M is finite dimensional. Obvi-
ously M has (1 — CΊ). We show the converse by induction over the dimension

of M. Assume that it holds true for dimension <n, and let M be a module with

(1 — Q) of dimension n. Then M= 0 M, with all M, uniform. Let A be a
ί=1 «-ι

closed submodule of M with l<dim(A)<n. It follows that AΓ\ 0M, ΦO is

closed in (DM,-. By induction 0M, =A Π 0Λf f 0X, where dim(X)<n— 2.
n-l

Then M=An 0 M{®X®MH, and hence A=[Af] ® Mi]®[AΓ\(X®MH)].
i=l i + 1

Since A Γ) (X0MW) is closed in X®Mn, again by induction A Π (X0MM)CΘJY"0
Mn, and therefore A C ΘM.

From now on we consider each torsion free uniform module over a com-

mutative integral domain R as an Λ-submodule of K (the quotient field of 7?)
containing R.

Let Λf f (ί=l, 2, •-, w) be Λ-submodules of j?£. By O(M, ) we mean the set
of all x^K such that xM^M^ If M, ΦO, then O(M, ) is an over ring of R
isomorphic to endJ?(M, ).

Theorem 7. Let M be a torsion free reduced R-module. Then the follow-
ing are equivalent :

1) M is extending
n

2) M— 0 Mf with all Mf uniform, and for all qly q2, •••, qn^K(not all zero) there
n

exist a19 a2, •••, an^K such that 5] tf*=l and akqiMk£2qkMi for all k, i.

Proof. (1)=Φ(2): Let M have (Q. Then by Theorem 5, M= 0 Mt

with all Mi uniform. Now let qly q2, •••, qn be arbitrary in K, not all zero. Then,
by Lemma 4, A:= {(qix)n

i=l : x^K and q{x^Mi for all /'} is a uniform and closed
submodule of M. By (Q), M=AQ)B where 5 is an (/z— l)-dimensional sub-

n-l

module with (Q). Hence B= 0 JSy where JS; are uniform. By Lemma 4,

Bj=i(tijxj)
n

i=i: Xj^K and ifV^eMf. (ί=l, 2, •-,»)} for some t{j^K not all

zero.

Now AΦB=M implies that for each c^Mk the system of equations
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+qixn=c Sik(i=ly 2, •••, n) has a unique solution, with ίt ; #,-eΛf, and q^
Therefore the determinant Δ of the system is non-zero. Then by Cramer's Rule,

xn=V ί *» c, where Δkn is the (k, n) minor of Δ. If we write ak=
Δ

(— ί)k+nqk Δ*Λ/Δ, we have Σ #*= 1 - Moreover since qixn^Miy we obtain α*?,£—

qkqiXn€ΞqkMiy thus akqiMkζI.qhMi.

2)==>1): The proof will be by induction on n. Assume that 0 Λf, is
ίei

extending for all proper subsets L of {1, 2, ••-, n}. By Proposition 6, it is enough
to show that each uniform closed submodule A of M is a direct summand.

By Lemma 4, A= {(?,•#)?-!: tfe^KΓ and q^x^Mi for all /}.
Let F: = {i: ^ ΦO}. If |-F|<w, then ^fc 0 Λf, and hence, by induction,

ίeί*

0 Mt C
ΘM. If \F\ =n, then by condition 2), there exist o ,̂ a2, —,

^ ̂ l and α^Γ1 Λf ίcg71My. Let Δf 1:=α f 5Γ1; then Σ ?, Δf 1=l. It is
ι=l ί=l

clear that not all Δα are zero. Without loss of generality assume that ΔnφO.

Let B : = {Δ21 3 Λn

, yn) : yj e ̂  and Δ21 y e M19

iuy2 e M2 and ̂  e M, (ί > 3)}. We have:

?ι -Δ2ι -Δ31/Δn

?2 Δn

0

0

0

1

0 0

-ΔΛ/ΔU
0

0

1

n

= Σ ?, Δft =ι = l

Then, for each k, the following system of equations has a unique solution, for

all w,

h 0 = Sk2m2

q3x+0+y3+0+ + 0 -

- +0+yn =Sknmn

Let {xk>y2k> "'yVnk} be the solution set of the kth system. Since, by Cramer's
Rule, xk=Aklmk=q^1akmk^qT1 Mi9 we have qixh^Mi for all k, i. It follows

that Δ21y2k+ Σ (Δyι/Δu) y/ΛeM:, ΔΠJ2Λ eM2 and jy ίΛ <ΞΛff (ι > 3) for all Λ. Then
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M=A-{-B. Since the above determinant is non zero, we have that each
has a unique representation m=a+b with a^A, b^B. Therefore M=A@B.

n

Corollary 8. If φ M, is extending and reduced, then each M, can be em-
ί = l

bedded into every Mj.

Proof. Each pair M, φMy(ίΦy) is extending and reduced. Therefore, by
Theorem 7, for each Q^q^K, there exists al9 a2^K such that c^gΛfjCMg and
a2M2C.qMv If MΊ is not embedded into M2, then we obtain ^=0, hence a2=
1, for every QΦq^K. Then Mλ=Ky in contradiction to reduceness.

Lemma 9. Let M, (ί=l, 2, 3) be R-submodvles of K. If M, ®Λfy to (Q)

/or 0// ίΦj, £λe/ί ΛfgΦjΊΛfj Π ?2M2 has (Q) /or fl// 5 ,̂

ProoΓ. Without loss of generality assume (frφO, q2^0. Let Q^k^K be
given arbitrarily. Since M^M2 has (Q), by Theorem 7, there exist #12, α21e

O(M1)ΠO(M2) with α12+α21=l such that aJ2q1M1c:q2M2 and α21g2Λί2Cί1M1.
Similarly, since MjφM,- has (Q), there exist ai3y a3i^O(Mi)Γ\O(M3) with

tf, 3+α3ί=l such that a^kM^CLqiMi and ai3qiMidkM3(i=l,2).

Now let 7ι=α12α31+α21α32 and 72=^12^13+^21^^. It follows that 7ι+Ύ2

= 1.

We show that 7172eO(M3)nO(ί1Λf1n?2Λ^): ̂ ^^^(α

3 c α13 α23M3H- a12 α13 α32M3+ α21 α23 α3ιM3 c M3+ ( 1 —

3 c M3+a13cc21

Since 71

1, we have γ^ γ2e O(M3) Π O^M! Π q2M2). We show that jlkM3c:qlMl

and γ2(ί1Λf1nί2Λf2)cΛM3:

ίi Π ?2M2) c αuαuίίi Af x n ?2M2) + α^α^^M! n ?2M2) c ^(^M! Π
q2M2)+a23(q1Mί Π ?2M2)C^M3.

Therefore, by Theorem 7, MgθftΛ^ngaAίg has (Q).

Corollary 10. Let Mf(i= \,2, ,ri)be R-submodules of K. If M{ ® Λfy has

(CJfor all i*jy then Mn@ "n'iiM, Aβί (Q)/or all qly q2ί ••-, qn^^K.
n-2

Proof. We proceed by induction over n. Since Λfn© Π qiMiy Mn®qu_lMn+l

n-2 n-2 i=1

^MΛφMn_1, Π ?, ΛfίΦίM_1Mn_1^ Π gfΛf/ΘM,.! all have (Q), by assumption
ί=1 . . ί=1 «-*

of induction, Lemma 9 implies that Mwφ Π -̂M,- Γl qn-i^n-i has (Q).

Theorem 11. Leί M be a torsion free reduced R-module. Then M is ex-
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tending if and only if M= 0 Miy where the M{ are uniform and M^Mj is ex-
tending for all i Φj.

Proof. Let M= 0 Mt with M, uniform and with M, 0My extending. By

induction on ny let 0 Mt be extending for all proper subsets L of {1,2, •••, n}.
ίe£

Let A be a closed and uniform submodule of 0 M, . By Lemma 4, A= {(qt #)?=ι
» = 1

x&K, ^(ΞM foralH}. LetF: ={i:qi±Q}. By induction A C Θ 0 Mt C
 ΘM,

«-ι ίeί>

if |F| <w. Now let \F\ =n\ it follows that A={(qixYi=ίl: x^ Π q7lM{}. Let
«-l

TT: M-H» 0 M{ be the projection. By Lemma 4, jB: ={(5 ,̂ j2^, ••-, q^x, 0):
«-ι _^=1 . «-ι

Λ e Π ί, 1Λί, } is a closed uniform submodule of 0 Mt containing τr(^l). By in-
i=l _ ί=l

duction, Be.® 0 Mt , and hence MΛ0ΰcθM. Since B^ "n q7lMh we have,
1=1 »=1

by Corollary 10, that Mn($B is extending. As ^4 is closed in MΛ0B, Ad®Mn

. Therefore M is extending, by Proposition 6.

5. Dedekind Domains

Lemma 12. Let M=Ml@M2 be a torsionfree reduced module over a
Dedekind domain R, where the Mf are uniform. Then the following are equivalent :
1) Mis extending,
2) Mi can be imbedded My(iΦ;),
3) there is a fractional ideal I of R such that M2I=Ml.

Proof. 1)=^2) clear by Corollary 8.
2)==>3): Without loss of generality assume that R^Ml<Σ.M2dK. Let B: =
{x^K: M^cMJ and S=O(M1)Γ\ O(M2). By assumption B is a non-zero
ideal of S. Now if M2B^M19 then (M2B)P^M1P for some prime ideal P of 5.
Since SP is discrete rank one valuation ling, it follows that (M2B)P<Σ.M1PPP=

For each prime ideal Q of S, ρφP, we have
Hence M2B= Γ\(M2B)Qc: Γl(M1P)Q=MlP, where g runs over all prime ideals

Q

of S. It follows that M^P^dM^ i.e., BP~l=B which is a contradiction.
Therefore M2B=M1. Since any overring of J? is a localization /?# of R a set of
prime ideals of R, we have S=R*. It follows that B=I* for some ideal / of R.
Now M2B=M2I*=M2IR*=M2IS=M2I, and hence M2I=MV

3)=Φ1): First we show that JftR+J^ΓlR^R for any fractional ideal / or Λ.
IfJpyJ^^Rp for some prime ideal P of 7?, then RP=JPJj1dJP^RP which is a
contradiction. It follows that JP Γ\ RP=RP or Jj1 Γl RP=RP, and hence (/ Π Λ)P

+(/~3 Π R)P=RP, for all prime ideals P of Λ. Therefore jΓlR+J~1ΓίR=R.
Now let Ml=M2I where / is a fractional ideal of R. Let QΦq^K be ar-

bitrary, ^ndJ:=q~1I~1. Since /n#+/~1nΛ=Λ, there exist a
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such that tfi+α^l, and that alqMldM2, a^M^dqM^ Therefore, by
Theorem 7, M is extending.

Corollary 13. If R is a principal ideal domain and M19 M2 are uniform
torsion free reduced R-modules, then MlζQM2 is extending if and only if Mλ is

isomorphic to M2.

Proof. R is a Dedekind domain, and every fractional ideal of R is principal.

The following is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2, Proposition 3,
Theorem 5, and Lemma 12.

Theorem 14. Let M be a module over a Dedekind domain R. Then M is
extending if and only if either :
i) M is torsion and has the structure described in ([6], Corollary 23); or

n

ii) M is non-torsion and M=F®E, where E is injective and F^ φ NIh where
ί=l

N is a proper R-submodule of the quotient field K and the /,- are fractional
ideals of R.
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